VISIONING

Developing the BIG PICTURE
HR Anexi helps leaders articulate an aspirational state for the organisation and
work toward achieving alignment where purpose, strategy, goals, and objectives
strengthen each other for a transformational journey.

POWERING ORGANIZATIONS. EMPOWERING PEOPLE.

HR Anexi’s approach is a highly engaging process that supports breakthrough thinking
resulting in vision, strategy and action plans.
While preserving the best practices of traditional planning, HR Anexi adds big-picture thinking with
creative activities that force conversations around the organization’s environment, current situation,
the vision of a future state and action plans for implementing the strategic vision.
HR Anexi designs, facilitates and implements a Visioning process that is tailored to your needs and
sense of urgency. Our consultants are skilled in group-process design and consensus-building
facilitation to enable leaders to build a shared vision of their organization.
Our visioning workshop uses the experiential methodology and peer feedback that helps in co-creating a
culture of continuous learning and improvement.

Reality check to discuss the current
reality, accomplishments and learning
Drafting the vision of the future.
Brainstorming, sharing and learning to create a clear,
concise vision statement for the next 3-5 years

Conversion of vision to strategic plan with
milestones & timelines

HR ANEXI’S
VISIONING
PROCESS

Analysis to identify
obstacles to achieving the vision

Action plan to overcome the limitations /
challenges and identify strengths that must be
leveraged to reach the vision

Individual and team action plans to

achieve the vision

HR Anexi’s approach to strategic visioning helps leaders and business owners articulate their desired
future maintaining a fine balance between the cultural and market realities of the organisation.

100 + Consultants
+91 22 67401000

Bengaluru

Strategic Global Alliances
Gurgaon

+91 9108554579

+91 9717097869
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We have tested and proven methodologies and expertise to help
family- run businesses build organization alignment, develop capabilities,
improve performance and productivity, strengthen culture and leadership.
Sustained business success comes with the application of the HR ANEXI’S
WHEEL OF TRANSFORMATION. It is a holistic model that combines an
understanding of business, management and family dynamics.
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HR Anexi’s consultants customize a range of initiatives and actions to drive an
organisation’s performance and growth.
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FRAMEWORK

Satisfied Customers Across 60+ Different Industries
info@hranexi.com
Pune
+91 7666906007

www.hranexi.com

